
Gia Levé is an entertainer and songwriter creating soulful adult contemporary music with Latin and jazz 
influences. Her first original song, Hold Me Again releases on October 15th, 2020. 

A convergence of personal inquiry and musical interest drew Gia away from her long career in business 
ownership and communications to heal through music. 

“I was my own worst enemy. For decades my self-talk was truly brutal. One day, I had it! I decided to go 
on my personal Hero’s Journey taking two years off to identify and root out old beliefs. It led me to daily 
contemplative practices.” 

Her first release, Hold Me Again is a product of that process, a song of self-reclamation, a conversation 
with her Inner Child. 

Collaborating with The Brothers Koren, a duo who’d shared the stage with Coldplay, Rod Stewart and 
Pink, Gia recorded and performed Hold Me Again with the duo as a lonely, haunting song featuring 
vocals accompanied by piano. 

Bruce Lowe, a four time Grammy-award winning producer took the song and created a new sound with 
Latin tones massaging it into a celebratory tune. Bruce Lowe’s client’s include Stevie Wonder, Paul 
McCartney, Michael Jackson, Madonna, Andraé Couch, Quincy Jones, and others. 

Gia won selection as one of two aspiring artists that Bruce Lowe annually devotes his lauded 
experience to develop. Hold Me Again struck a soulful chord for the producer, a sentiment echoed by 
fans. 

“It feels great to move people with my song, some to tears. It’s why I began singing and songwriting - to 
craft memorable and healing messages that resonate well in my body when I sing them. I want my music 
to have the power to heal others as it has me,” declared Gia. 

Hold Me Again and her forthcoming release, Never Lonely, were featured on #1 Award Winning Podcast 
Women of Substance on August 17th and Oct 26th, respectively, as part of their “Music with a 
Conscience” series, followed by 10,000 monthly listeners and promoted to 60,000 social media 
followers. 
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Gia Embraces The Inner Journey with Latin Tones 
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